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Beckhoff BC9191 Room Controller ensures comfort in dormitory

„Green“ living for students
in Aarhus, Denmark
In many ways, Denmark is a model country when it comes to green energy policies. It therefore comes as no surprise that
»Grundfos Kollegiet«, a dormitory opened in the Danish city of Aarhus in summer 2012, already meets the requirements of energy
efficiency class 1 stipulated for 2015 by the European Union. The aim of this ambitious building project was to reduce energy
consumption to an absolute minimum through the application of integrated building control. In addition, comprehensive energy
monitoring is intended to provide new insights into how energy consumption can be reduced even further and how energy can
be used even more efficiently.

In »Grundfos Kollegiet« a
Beckhoff BC9191 Room Controller
was installed in each apartment.
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The Grundfos Kollegiet building has 159
apartments, offering affordable living space
for around 200 students.

The »Grundfos Kollegiet« building, named after its sponsor, the Danish pump

server via Ethernet. “Having a Room Controller installed in each apartment has

manufacturer, is a 12-storey dormitory situated at the new harborfront in

the advantage that faults can be detected relatively quickly, without affecting

Aarhus. Grundfos Kollegiet is located within close proximity to Aarhus University

the other residents. In addition, the fact that all data from the individual accom-

School of Engineering, Aarhus School of Marine and Technical Engineering and

modation units are captured separately means that no data will be lost in the

INCUBA Science Park. It has 159 apartments, offering affordable living space

event of a server or network malfunction,” explains Jørgen Berg from Beckhoff

for around 200 students. »Grundfos Kollegiet« can justifiably claim to have a

Denmark. The BC9191 samples the relevant data every five seconds. For control

“green profile”, and not only in view of the solar cells installed on the roof,

purposes it is possible to log data at 100 ms intervals.

but also thanks to an energy concept that is based on cutting-edge building
automation technology. With an energy consumption of only 50.5 kWh/m²/year,

A “living” laboratory for examining further energy

it already meets the 2015 target for energy efficiency class 1.

savings potential

Energy optimization starts with consumption analysis

sity of Applied Engineering Sciences in the analysis of the energy consumption

The energy saving concept of the dormitory does not stop at what is techni-

data as a basis for the development of innovative technologies. “The idea is to

cally possible today. The building also acts as a kind of laboratory for studying

develop new solutions that further improve the energy efficiency and sustaina-

occupant behavior, in which the residents actively participate. To this end the

bility of buildings through a cooperation of residents, the university and external

building was comprehensively equipped with sensors and monitoring systems,

partners,” says project manager Christian Friss Schaarup of Grundfos. One of

which enable detailed monitoring and analysis of energy consumption data.

the goals is to influence consumer behavior through intelligent technology.

Sensors log the water and energy consumption of all residents around the

For example, the residents are able to compare their energy consumption with

clock. Grundfos estimates that each year 1 terabytes of data will be analyzed to

the average for the whole building and monitor changes in their behavior over

gain information on user behavior and to develop new technologies for further

the long term.

»Grundfos Kollegiet« cooperates with the Alexandra Institute of Aarhus Univer-

optimizing energy consumption.
Beckhoff Room Controller in each apartment
As a key part of the project, a Beckhoff BC9191 Room Controller was installed in
each apartment. Based on the M-Bus protocol, the controller logs 14 parameters
such as air humidity, room temperature, CO2 concentration, water consumption,
temperature, cold and hot water pressure, electricity and heat consumption
(district heating). All Room Controllers are connected to the dedicated building

Further Information:
www.grundfoskollegiet.dk/en
www.grundfos.com
www.beckhoff.dk

